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The Good Shepherd Development Outreach, an 
orphanage at Akwatia in the Eastern Region has 
received donations to support the daily upkeep of 
children in the home.

The gesture is part of the 40th birthday celebrations 
of the Minister for Information, Kojo Oppong 
Nkrumah, who is a regular donor to the facility. 

According to the Minister, sharing the goodness 
that God has shown him in his life so far is his only 
way to expressing gratitude on his birthday.

In a brief remarks on the day, Mr. Oppong Nkrumah 
lauded the caretakers of the orphanage for their 
dedicated service to the children and urged the 
children to strive to do better than him in future.
He also pledged to mobilise support to assist the 
orphanage complete an abandoned dormitory 
block it started years ago. This he said will help 
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solve the accommodation problem facing the 
orphanage.

The Director of the orphanage, Mrs. Philomena 
Asantewaa Adjei expressed gratitude to the 
Minister and thanked him for always putting a 
smile on the faces of the children.
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Eximbank’s young exporters support 
commendable

The Ghana Exim Bank has been commended for 
providing young Ghanaian businesses with the 
needed support by creating avenues for these 
businesses to export their products into new 
markets. 

Minister for Information, Kojo Oppong Nkrumaha 
who gave the commendation said the bank must 
be lauded for playing a major role in helping young 
Ghanaian businesses to package and export their 
products into new markets. 

He said this at the relaunch of the bank’s Made-In-
Ghana fair dubbed “Tuesday Market” today, 26th 
April 2022.

“The World Bank a couple of days ago was warning 
countries to be wary of a potential food security 
crisis globally because the value chain for food 
production has been affected heavily by a number 
of things. For me one of the things that excites me 
is to see a lot of food value chain producers use 
innovative ways and venture into new markets. 
What it means is that Ghana is a very good position 
to source a lot of products from our farm gates to 
meet demand. 

“Again, the support from Ghana Exim Bank means 
that as the world is worrying about a potential food 
crisis, Ghana is in a good position to produce from 

farm gates and package them for exports. This 
means we are going to get some good foreign 
exchange, lot of jobs back home and the Ghanaian 
economy begins to benefit,” he said. 

He said the Ghana Exim Bank through its numerous 
support schemes for young exporters has helped 
improve the country’s competitiveness and helped 
rake in the much-needed foreign exchange to 
improve the country’s trade balance.
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About Tuesday Market

Tuesday Market is a platform created by Ghana 
Exim Bank for its clients and producers of Made-
In-Ghana products to showcase their products. 
It also serves as a one stop shop for the general 
public to purchase anything locally manufactured 
from nicely packaged food items, cosmetic 
products, garments and textiles, leather products 
and many more.

It forms part of government’s initiative to 
substantially support the private sector and other 
state enterprises whose operations are linked to 
export/import.

This the Minister charged the young businessmen 
and women who are into exports of goods and 
services to take advantage of the support scheme 
to play a dominate role in the Ghanaian export 
market.



ISD Research Officers receive training in 
research

Research Officers of the Information Services 
Department (ISD) have been trained to produce 
scientifically based and accurate reports for 
government decision-making.

The two-day training programme is meant to 
enhance the capacity of the Research Officers 
to be able to gather information on government 
policies and programmes on all sectors of the 
economy.

This comes on the heels of the signing of a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between 
the Ministry of Information (MOI), the parent 
Ministry under which the ISD falls and the Ghana 
Statistical Service (GSS) as part of ongoing 
measures at retooling the ISD to deliver on its 
mandates. 

Addressing the participants at the opening 
ceremony on Friday April 29, 2022, Information 
Minister Kojo Oppong Nkrumah entreated the 
Research Officers to ensure quality and accurate 
gathering, processing, and provision of data to 
inform government decision making processes.

“This training programme is meant to enhance 
your research skills, fine-tune your data collection 
methodology so that our research outcome is seen 
or viewed as empirical, accurate and reliable. It is 
also important to know that the information your 
forward to the head office as our field officers or 

enumerators for analysis becomes the foundation 
on which the analysis is made. It is therefore 
necessary to provide us with data that is accurate. 

“The quality of your work as a Department and 
Ministry as a whole is largely dependent on you 
our Regional Metropolitan Municipal and District 
Research Officers. I therefore urge you all to give 
serious attention to this path that we are charting 
to deliver on your mandate and pay more than 
usual attention to the resource persons as they 
take you to the various presentations to sharpen 
your skills as enumerators and field officers,” the 
Minister added.

He was optimistic that the training of the 
Research Officers will help the ISD collate quality 
and accurate data that will in turn help it make 
meaningful inputs into government decision 
making processes.
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Guard against reputational risk

The Minister of Information, Kojo Oppong Nkrumah 
has urged leading Ghanaian media company, the 
TV3 Network to protect the reputation that has 
placed it as one of the leading television networks 
in the country.

He said, as TV3 celebrated 25years of success it 
was imperative that management of the company 
continued to guard against developments that 
have the potential to undermine the reputation of 
credibility it had built over the years.

He said this at the 25th-anniversary launch of the 
television station in Accra on Tuesday, April 13, 
2022.

“The next 25 years are more important than the 
past 25 years. And over the next 25 years one of 
the things, you should pay attention to are your 
risks. What are the risks you face as a business? In 
our industry one of the risks, I think you should pay 
attention to is reputation risk.

“Reputation risk is the end product of what 
your staff as individuals or group of staff or the 
corporate programming may churn out. And so, as 
we excite ourselves today and celebrate, I want to 

draw your attention to the fact that the 25 years 
are ahead of you. Look out for the risks that your 
face and how to mitigate against those risks. So 
that 25 years down the line, we can join you for 
more celebrations,” he said.

The Minister further challenged the network to 
sustain its strong track record in the country’s 
media space and continue to produce relevant 
content for both local and international viewers.
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Economy rebounds faster - Gov’t quickens 
process towards pre-COVID era levels

Government has assured the citizenry of a quicker 
turnaround in the economic fortunes of the 
country, after data has shown that the economy 
expanded at a faster rate than projected.

It has, therefore, asked the citizenry to have 
faith in it as it quickened the process to ease the 
challenges and return life back to the days before 
the onslaught of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.

Minister for Information, Kojo Oppong Nkrumah 
who was addressing the media on Friday, April 22, 
2022 said last year’s growth rate of 5.4 per cent 
was evidence that the economy was recovering 
from the COVID-19 pandemic faster than initially 
anticipated.

Mr. Oppong Nkrumah said the government was 
now fast-tracking the implementation of strategic 
measures to build on last year’s growth and guide 
the economy out of the current challenges for the 
benefit of the citizenry.

He mentioned stronger collaboration with the 
private sector, prudent management of resources 
and a reduction in non-core spending as some 
of the initiatives being implemented by the 

government to restore the economy to stability 
and growth.

Data from the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS) 
indicates that the economy expanded by 5.4 per 
cent last year as a result of strong growth in the 
third and the fourth quarters, as well as bullish 
recoveries in the agricultural and the services 
sectors.

The growth rate was higher than the government’s 
estimate of five per cent, which was later revised 
downwards to 4.4 per cent in the 2022 Budget 
Statement presented to Parliament last November.

Discussing the implications of the data and the way 
forward, Mr. Oppong Nkrumah said the stronger-
than-projected growth meant that Ghana’s 
macroeconomic indicators, such as the debt-to-
GDP ratio and the fiscal deficit, were better than 
the government had initially projected.

He expressed the hope that the development 
would inspire confidence among investors and 
the international finance market in the economy 
and the policies of the government.
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